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FORM Studio, the first in a sequence of core design

studios, focuses on principles of formal and spatial
manipulation. Students begin the semester with a
series of short design exercises focused on massing
and texture mapping, the latter a means of applying
images, color, and pattern to digital surfaces. The
semester culminates in the design of housing for six
graduate students.
More broadly the studio considers how the naturalization of digital
technology affects architectural form. What does it mean to start form
making with the default primitives of modeling software? How does
continuously tumbling around a 3D digital model effect our sense of
orientation? How might our familiarity with digital imagery (pixels, RGB
values, gradients, etc.) change the way we conceive of materiality?
Such questions reflect the fundamental shift underway in architecture
in regards to the computer. It is now impossible to conceive of the built
environment specifically devoid of computational influence. This studio
reflects on what this means for architecture.
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Rowe, Colin. The Mathematics
of the Ideal Villa, and Other
Essays, Cambridge, Mass: MIT
Press, 1976.

The “five” included Peter
Eisenman, Michael Graves,
Charles Gwathmey,
John Hejduk and Richard Meier.

FORM IN DEFINITION
Form is a conceptual device used to explain the structural relationships
between the elements of architecture. It is not itself a substance. Rather,
it is an abstraction from physical things. As a concept, form has a long
history in philosophy, art, and architecture. Common understandings
date back to Antiquity, when Plato defined form as a series of perfect
geometries (square, triangles, etc.) that structured the material world.
For Plato, form could not be experienced through the senses, only
thought of in the mind.
As recently as the mid-twentieth century, Platonic thinking has
influenced architectural conceptions of form. For example, Colin Rowe,
in his canonical essay “Mathematics of the Ideal Villa,” [1] equated Andrea
Palladio’s Villa Malcontenta (1580) and Le Corbusier’s Villa Stein (1927)
by demonstrating that they were based on the same underlying organizational scheme—the nine-square grid. For Rowe, form existed at a level
of remove from actual buildings and required analysis to uncover. Such
formal analysis strips away the concrete and historical particularities of
specific buildings to consider the abstract structures organizing their
constituent parts.
FORM IN CONTEXT
The disciplinary value of form is not fixed. Rather, it is discursively constructed in any historical moment. At the beginning of the twentieth
century, early Modernists, such as Adolf Loos, rebuked the excesses of
consumer culture by stripping ornament from buildings in order to focus
on form, which for them meant simple, bare geometric massing. Two
decades later, German ‘functionalist’ architects, such as Ludwig Mies
van der Rohe, disavowed formalism in architecture, arguing instead for
an approach that addressed social needs.
After the grand social ambitions of Modernism failed in the
mid-twentieth century, American architects, such as the “New York
Five” [2] (late 1960s and 1970s) dropped the social aspirations of Modernism in order to pursue its abstract formal language. Concurrently
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other groups, such as the “Chicago Seven” (1970s) and the “Greys”
(1970s) disavowed such formalist tendencies while developing their own
approach to form, which was more culturally accessible.
The mainstreaming of the personal computer in the 1990s was
the last major influence to reshape the discourse on form. Early digital
pioneers, such as Greg Lynn, Stan Allen, and Foreign Office Architects,
updated the procedures of indexical form by using calculus-based
geometries made available by computer software. Their forms were
smooth and curvilinear (rather than angular and disjunctive) and based
on organizational diagrams borrowed from complexity theory and the
natural sciences (swarms, fields, and gradients).
The “Digital Turn,” as it came to be known as, inspired a wave
of experimentation and revolutionary thinking in architecture. In recent
years, however, the fervor of the Digital Turn has faded, as once experimental work has become institutionalized or shifted into technical
research. In today’s design studio, computers are more of a given than
a novelty. The slide of computers from the forefront of revolution to
the background of production correlates to a decline in digital design
theory.
The revolution of digital technology in architecture has been heavily theorized; its naturalization has not been. In this studio we collectively

The introduction of a specific program, scale,
and tectonic considerations will add considerable
complexity to your design process.

Gary Zhang, Final Project 2019
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Laura Lisbona, Project 1 2019

Work and models by Lindsay Barranco and Laura Lisbona
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Rhino version 1.0 first released
in 1998. There have been six
release versions since, with version 6 last updated in 2019.

consider how the naturalization of digital technology affects architectural
form. What does it mean to start form making with the default primitives
of modeling software? How does continuously tumbling around a 3D
digital model [3] affect our sense of orientation? How might our familiarity
with digital imagery (pixels, RGB values, gradients, etc.) change the way
we conceive of materiality?
Such questions reflect the fundamental shift that has, in many
ways, already occurred in design culture: Namely, it is impossible to
conceive of the visual world in terms devoid of computational influence.
Together we will reflect on what this means for architecture.

Form has internal and external characteristics. The
latter, change over time, as architects collectively
determine and debate that important issues of their
historical moment.

Danrui Xiang, Project 2 2019

FORM IN PRACTICE
Form has internal and external characteristics. The latter, as described
above, change over time, as architects collectively determine and
debate the important issues of their historical moment. The internal
characteristics, however, remain quite stable and comprise the unique
properties of architecture as a medium.
A list to consider while pursuing formal development might include
physical entities (floors, walls, windows, soffits, stairs, corners, planes,
surfaces, columns, roofs, etc.), abstract relationships (geometry, proportion, structure, symmetry, solid/void, figure/ground, part-to-whole, etc.),
metaphorical actions (shear, shift, add, subtract, split, layer, crease, fold,
rotate, etc.) or digital operations (cut, paste, trim, offset, scale, extrude,
etc.). Form will focus on the relationships between these elements.
Students are asked to develop logics that derive from their own design
processes, and not from program or site conditions.
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Danrui Xiang: Based on primary
geometries, this project started
with a series of formal studies
that led to a design proposal for
graduate housing, while exploring possibilities of domesticity.
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Composed of four individual
units and an armature, the project directs private and public
through spatial systems of solid,
void, and the “solid void.”

FINAL PROJECT
The final project [4] will continue to develop graphic and compositional
themes explored in the first two projects. The introduction of a specific
program, scale, and tectonic considerations adds considerable complexity to the design process. In this project, students conceive of their
massing strategy as a conversation between an object (or a group of
objects), interior figures, a designed landscape (the ground will also
become an active agent), and the negative spaces [5] between those
elements as figures with unique formal characteristics in their own right.
One should continue to conceive of the massing arrangement as the
result of compositional forces. Exterior and interior volumes, the ground
plane, and the image component of the project should acknowledge
and influence one another as discrete but cooperative visual systems in
a form-generation process.

Adrian DiCorato, Final Project 2019
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Danrui Xiang: To blur the boundary between interior and exterior, light and
shadow, conditions are reversed by projection mapping.

While the armature holds the private units for the residents, it also acts as a
piece of infrastructure open to the public.
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Laura Lisbona, Thick Space is a conceptual student housing project that blurs the lines of what
is real space and what is simply a digital effect.
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Laura Lisbona: The form is eroded by a series of tapered extrusions. These volumes puncture, shear, and slice the
massing and create inhabitable moments of expansion and compression.

Lindsay Barranco: This project proposes housing for four graduate students on a new horizon line. The massing is
conceived of as a relationship between four agents: exterior objects, interior objects, landscape and image.
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